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The Klein SMARTSPRAY® is an innova ve, energy e cient, cost e ec ve water pump drive 
system that enhances performance, is easy to operate, improves job site & operator safety, and is 
more func onal than any other water truck water pump drive system available today.  

SMARTSPRAY® is a Hydraulic driven water pump drive system.
Energy e cient the SMARTSPRAY® only uses the power required
to do the work, thus saves on fuel, component wear and tear,
etc.…
Water discharge can be completely controlled for volume and
pressure, independent of truck engine RPM or ground speed,
giving operator much more control and func onality.
Water pump opera on can be adjusted from completely o , to
maximum speeds simply by moving a joy s ck or pressing a touch
pad regardless of engine RPM.
Op on to select speci c discharge pressure and system maintains
same throughout discharge cycle regardless of truck engine speed
or quan ty of discharge valves working.
It is SAFE to operate. Operator no longer has to manipulate
brakes, accelerator or ground speed to achieve desired discharge.
Simply move a joy s ck or press a touch pad, independent of truck
speed. Eyes on road, hands on steering wheel. Safe AND simple.
Control the amount of water needed precisely. By having control
over water discharge at all truck speeds, independently of truck
speed, wasted water is reduced and smaller capacity trucks can
now perform as well, or outperform much larger capacity
vehicles.
SMARTSPRAY® is strong, robust and reliable. The best premium
components used in assembly. Facili es are built into the
SMARTSPRAY® circuit that completely eliminate “spike”, giving
the operator the freedom to use water pump at any me, fast or
slow, at any engine RPM, or stop discharge suddenly in an
emergency without damaging “spike” occurring.

The SMARTSPRAY® is proven e ec ve. It is SAFE, it is EFFICIENT, it is FUNCTIONAL and it is economically 
feasible for every water truck .  


